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Institute of Physics, Faculty of Philosophy and Science, Silesian University in Opava,
Bezrucˇovo na´m. 13, Opava 746 01, Czech Republic
zdenek.stuchlik@fpf.slu.cz
Trapping of neutrinos in extremely compact stars containing trapped null geodesics is
studied. We calculated the ratio of produced to trapped neutrinos in the simplest model
of uniform density stars. This gives the upper limit on trapping coefficients in real objects.
1. Introduction
Trapped null geodesics are concentrated around the stable circular geodesic.2,3 We
suppose that neutrinos have zero mass and can move along null geodesics in the
situations when the neutrino mean free path exceeds the star radius R. Considering
the internal Schwarzschild spacetimes, we use the effective potential related to the
impact parameter to calculate the ratios of trapped to produced neutrinos.
2. Internal Schwarzschild spacetime, effective potential and impact
parameter
The line element of internal Schwarzschild spacetimes of uniform density1 reads
ds2 = −e2Φ(r) dt2 + e2Ψ(r) dr2 + r2(dθ2 + sin2 θ dφ2). (1)
The temporal and radial components of the metric tensor are given by the formulae
(−gtt)
1/2 = eΦ = 32Y1 −
1
2Y (r), (grr)
1/2 = eΨ = 1/Y (r), (2)
and in geometric units c = G = 1 there is
Y (r) =
(
1−
r2
a2
)1/2
, Y1 ≡ Y (R) =
(
1−
R2
a2
)1/2
,
1
a2
=
2M
R3
, (3)
where R is the radius and M is the mass of the object. The parameter a represents
the curvature of the internal Schwarzschild spacetime.
Due to the existence of two Killing vector fields, the temporal ∂/∂t one, and the
azimuthal ∂/∂φ one, two conserved components of the 4-momentum must exist:
E = −pt (energy), L = pφ (axial angular momentum). (4)
Because the motion plane is central, one can set θ = π/2 = const, choosing the equa-
torial plane. The motion along null-geodesics is independent of energy (frequency)
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Fig. 1. Behavior of the effective potential for R = 2.5GM/c2. Neutrinos produced in the region
rb(e) < r < R are trapped if ℓ > lc(e) and escape when ℓ < lc(e).
and can conveniently be described in terms of the impact parameter ℓ = L/E. The
radial motion is restricted by an effective potential related to ℓ by
ℓ2 ≤ Veff =


V inteff =
4a2[1− Y 2(r)]
[3Y1 − Y (r)]2
for r ≤ R
V exteff =
r3
r − 2M
for r > R,
(5)
V inteff (V
ext
eff ) is the effective potential of the null-geodetical motion in the internal
(external) Schwarzschild spacetime4(see Fig. 1).
3. Escaped to produced neutrinos ratio
We assume that neutrinos are locally produced by isotropically emitting sources.
Then escaped-to-produced-neutrinos ratio depends on a geometrical argument only
and it is determined through directional escaping angle Ψe given by
sinΨe(r, R) =
33/2
r
[
3
2
(
1−
2M
R
)1/2
−
1
2
(
1−
2M
R
( r
R
)2)1/2]
. (6)
Let Np, Ne and Nb denote the number of produced, escaped and trapped neu-
trinos per unit time of an external static observer at infinity. In order to determine
the global correction factors
E(R) ≡
Ne(R)
Np(R)
, B(R) ≡
Nb(R)
Np(R)
= 1− E(R), (7)
it is necessary to introduce the local correction factor for escaping neutrinos at a
given radius r ∈ (rb(e), R). The escaping solid angle is given by
Ωe(Ψe) =
Ψe∫
0
2pi∫
0
sinΨdΨdφ = 2π(1− cosΨe) (8)
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Fig. 2. Behavior of the coefficient of local trapping β(r, R) (left) for several values of R/M and of
the total coefficient of trapping B(R) (right). QL and XL determine trapping of internal (external)
5
neutrinos; BL = QL + XL
and the escaping (trapping) correction factors ǫ(r, R) (β(r, R)) are given by
ǫ(r, R) = 1− β(r, R) =
dNe(r)
dNp(r)
=
2Ω(ψe(r, R))
4π
= 1− cosψe(r, R). (9)
The coefficient β(r, R) determines local efficiency of the neutrino trapping (see Fig. 2
for behavior of local (left) and global (right) trapping coefficients). The global es-
caping (trapping) coefficients are given by integrating the local production rate
and escaping (trapping) coefficients through the star, and its trapping zone, respec-
tively.5 We assume local production rate uniformly distributed through the star
from the point of view of local observers but it is not uniform as viewed by distant
static observers.5
4. Conclusions
We have shown in the simplest case of uniform density stars that trapping of neutri-
nos plays a significant role in cooling mechanism. The local effect given by β(r, R)
is 10% for R/M = 2.95 while the global effect described by B(R) is 10% for
R/M = 2.87. We expect this trapping efficiency could be reached in some real stars
with specific but realistic equations of state.
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